THIS I CAN USE

The Lord gave us a **VOICE** to speak. But mine I cannot use
The Lord gave us **EYES** to see but I cannot see, for I’m blind
The Lord gave us the ability to **HEAR** but I’m deaf, and cannot hear
The Lord gave us legs and feet to **WALK** but mine are crippled and I cannot use them
But the Lord also gave us the ability to **LOVE** and share this **LOVE** and this I can use

For you see this is a gift from God and if I do not use it then it will be a sin. And for an angel such as I to sin it cannot be. For you see I owe this gift to those who help me **SPEAK, SEE, HEAR AND WALK**, when I cannot
So...
You see an angel such as I can only use what God himself has given with love.
So this gift I can use and use it I will!

Love Always,
Mickey Forbes

Dedicated to my angels past and present.
Merry Christmas
And remember Love is a gift share it always with family, friends & strangers.
We may meet along this journey we take together